The dependence of counts in cells on the shape of the cell for the large-scale galaxy distribution is studied. A very concrete prediction can be done concerning the void distribution for scale invariant models. The prediction is tested on a sample of the CfA c&talog, and good agreement is found. It is observed that the probability of voids is bigger for spherical cells than for elongated ones, whereas the probability of a cell to be occupied is bigger for some elongated cells. A phenomenological scale-invaria_t model for the observed distribution of the counts in cells --an extension of the negative binomial distribution--is presented in order to illustrate how this dependence can be quantitatively determined. An original, intuitive derivation of this model is presented.
Introduction
One of the standard approaches to the study of the 3-D space distributions of galaxies over distances of tens of Mpc has been the consideration of the two-point correlation 
with i > rn. If we use a new variable, defined as 8 -i -rn, we have the (also common) expression P. ; (.'+'-') p_(1 -p)'.
with 8 = 0, 1, .... It is this last form the one that leads to the distribution under study when generalized to continuous values of m. Indeed for m = 1/_" and p = 1/(1 + ng_,") it is easy to reproduce formula (28) where the cell occupancy is strictly less or equal than one galaxy per cell.
Counts in cells
Let us first introduce some concepts and notations. 
1978),
which are known to be very elusive correlation functions, specially for redshift surveys.
The correlation functions can be also related with the counts in cells PriVy), the probabilities of having i galaxies inside an arbitrary cell of volume V_. where n is the system density, dr is the differential of volume and _'_ is the cell volume.
Moreover, _a = 1. By taking convenient derivatives of G(_) and by evaluating them at A = 1, one can easily find the relations between the Pi and the _lv. For instance, the second derivate gives i which is the well known result that the two-point correlation function, _ for brief, gives the system number density fluctuations. It is also interesting to notice that for A = 0
we have N6,(r,,...,,'N 
so that P0 depends, in principle, on allorder correlationfunctions. Notice in particular that for an uncorrelated system allthe (Iv are zero (except for (I), and we get the Poisson resultexp(-rtV_). We see also that P0 is obtained in terms of a complicated integration of all N-point correlation functions.
Distribution in boxes
To introduce the binomial model let us consider a more restricted characterization of 
m 1=1
This gives the uniform distribution; for # = N, 
In Appendix A.2 this is seen to give
where N Nr
is a convenient expression introduced in order to express the different characteristics of the probability distribution in a simple way. For instance, its variance can be written
These results can be tested in the limit g _ 0, where they actually reproduce the results for the binomial distribution --since g = 0 means no interaction.
If we now take the coniinuum limit for the probability of finding i points in a certain cell, P, = E(_,d/m, we get Pjv(kl, k2, ..., l_; N) , eq. (11), a discrete version of the counts in cells for a finite sample, eqs. (14) and (15), and its variance, eq. (16).
Comparison with data
We now turn to the crucial point of comparing this information with real data. In doing so, we face a rather strong imposition from the theoretical model, namely that the expression of counts in cells (17) represents a very concrete prediction without any free parameter to be fitted, provided we compute the fluctuation _ directly from the data.
We have checked counts in cells in a redshift survey using a volume-limited sample from the completed North Zwicky Forty CfA catalog, rr_B < 14.5 (Huchra et al. 1983 ).
We 
so that, r/(R, 1) = 1. For ellipsoids this factor is a decreasing function of the excentricity, s, as can be seen in Fig. 2 , where the values of _" are obtained as a function of s, by numerical integration of (19), using a power law for _. The corresponding effect on Pi is shown in Fig. 3 , where the values of Pi coming from eq. (17) are shown as a function of s, for a given V_. We see that there is a bigger probability to find spherical voids and elongated clusters than elongated voids and spherical clusters.
Let us now compare, as in the previous section, these predictions with observational data, just by performing the same counts for elongated cells. We find the striking result that there is a big anisotropy in the catalog, because Pi(R, s) depends strongly on which one of the axes is chosen to be fixed, or, in other words, on the precise plane where we perform the elongation, and also on the orientation of the ellipsoid's section inside this plane. In Fig. 4 
This can be done by applying the recurrence several times, one after the other. It is convenient to realize at this stage that # = _q=l kq, since this is the total number of points to be distributed into the m cells, with occupation number kq, q = 1, ..., M.
If we apply (22) two successive times, and take into account that # must be replaced by # -1 (since one of the # total points is already fixed in kt), we get _(kl,...,k,_;N P,_l(k,,...,ki-1, ..., kt -1, ..., k,.,,; N) i=1
Going on with the recurrence and re-expressing the summations in terms of products, we arrive to ,,,, kj 1 + (ll)g P,,(kl, _,;N)-N! iiHm+g(E{=_k,+ t 1)'
which is indeed eq. (11).
In terms of the variables zl (number of cells which have i points inside), this expression can be further elaborated, in the form,
A.2

Expectation value and variance
Let us now calculate the mean value E(z,) and the variance V(z,):
for expression (12). This is computed by noticing that 
A (,.,, N,i) -C) r(l/g + 0r(m/g+ 1)r(_ + N-0 rC1/g+ 1)r(m/g + N)r(_-_) (36) is a convenient expression introduced in order to write in a simple compact way the different characteristics of the probability distribution.
A similar calculation for the variance yields
A.3 Fluctuations
We now want to obtain g in (17), by first calculating _i i_Pi and by comparing then with (5):
i We start from (17) 
